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1. Introduction 
An unrestricted g-ring is a set of infinite matrices such that (i) it is 
closed under finite sum and finite product, (ii) it contains at least one 
trio of matrices A, B, 0 such that (AB)O*A(BO), (iii) the series !,1a,, 1b1,Tcl) 
occurring in at least one product matrix AB are not all absolutely. con-
vergent, (cf. [1], [2]). 
In this paper, an unrestricted g-ring Dis introduced, which is of simpler 
construction than those I have given previously, and it is shown that 
every matrix of D maps a certain sequence space(), defined in § 3 below, 
on to itself. 
2. Construction of the g-ring D 
Let A=(a1,1) be defined, for i,j=1, 2, ... , by the following conditions 
(i) IZ:!t-l,ZJ-1 = af, where !1 a1 converges, 
(ii) IZ:!t-l,ZJ=A, an arbitrary constant, 
(iii) IZ:!t,2i = z,, where !,c lt converges, (2.1) 
(iv) IZ:!t,ZJ-l=Pt,J, where "!,t !J Pt,J, !J "!,t Pt,J converge. 
A mat:rix with these properties will be called a G-matrix. The set of G-
matrices is closed under addition. 
(2.2) Let B be a second G-matrix, viz. 
bl, p,, bz, p,, bs, p,, 
ql,l, m1, ql,2, m1, q1,3, m1, 
hi, p,, bz, p,, bs, p,, 
qz,1, mz, qz,z, mz, qz,s, mz, 
so that "!,bt, !,me, !,c !.1 qt,J, !.1 "!,tqt.J converge. Then, if AB=O, we have 
(2.3) C:!c-1.21-1 = b1 !,~calc+ A. !,cqt, i = CJ say, where !J c1 converges, since 
L b1 and L !,c q,, i are convergent. 
(2.4) Czt-1,2i=f-t !,1c a~c+A. !,Tc m~c=v say, independent of i, j. 
1) L t1 denotes ~1 t1 throughout. 
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(2.5) Czt,zJ=ft Li Pt.i+lt Lk mk=nt say, where _Lt nt converges, since 
Lt Li Pt.J and _L, lt converge. 




Li rt,1=b1 _L, Li Pt.J+(_Lt lt) Lt qt,J, 
LiLt rt,J=(LJ b1) Li Li Pt.J+(_Ltlt) Li Li q,,,; 
Li rt,J= (LJ b,) Li Pt,J+lt LiLt qi,J, 
and it follows that 
_Lt _L, rt,j= _L, _Lt r,,,. 
From (2.3)-(2.6), it follows that 0 is also a G-matrix. We have thus 
established that the set of G-matrices is closed under multiplication as 
well as addition, and so forms a g-ring. If we adjoin the scalar matrices, 
we obtain another g-ring, which we shall denote by Q. 
(2. 7) The simplest demonstration that Q is unrestricted is made by 
selecting certain special matrices from it. Let U, V, W be G-matrices 
defined as follows: 
(i) Uzt,2J = tt, where Li tt is conditionally convergent, ( i, j = 1, 2, . 0 0 ), 
Un,k=O otherwise. U is thus a diluted <51-matrix (cf. [3]); (ii) Vzt,2J-l=Pt,J, 
where _Lt Li Pt.J=IX, LJ _Lt Pt,J=fJ (1X=I={J), Vn,k=O otherwise; (iii) 
Wzt-1,21-1=s;, where LJ SJ converges, Wn,k= 0 otherwise. 
(2.8) We have U2=J.U, where A= _Lt1, and so the series concerned in 
the product matrix U · U are not all absolutely convergent. 
(2.9) Also let X be the G-matrix 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
t1s1, 0, t1S2, 0, t1s3, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
tzs1, 0, tzs2, 0, t2s3, 
it is easily verified that (UV)W ={JX, U(VW)=IXX, so that (UV)W =I= 
=1= U(VW). It follows from (2.8) and (2.9) that Q is unrestricted, as 
required. 
3. An associated sequence space 
(3.1) The set of matrices A= (a1,1) such that the transformation 
Yt = Lk at, k Xk carries any point x of a sequence space IX into another 
point y of IX is denoted by M (IX), [1]. 
(3.2) Let 0 denote the space of all sequences u= {ut} such that U2k-l =C 
(an arbitrary constant), u2k=tk, where {tk} belongs to -c [1], i.e., Lk tk 
is convergent. 
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(3.3) Let X be the matrix for which each odd row is the sequence 
{l, 0, lf22, 0, l/32, 0, ... } and each even row consists entirely of zero 
elements, and let Y be defined by Y2n-1,2n-1=n3, Y2n-1,2n+l= -n3, Yt,1 = 0 
otherwise. Then X and Y belong to M(O), but XY does not, its leading 
row being {l, 0, l, 0, l, . . . }. Thus M(O) is not a g-ring. 
(3.4) If B is the G-matrix (2.2) and u the point of () defined by (3.2), 
then Bu = v, where Vzk-1 = c ,2 bt + f1, ,2 tt= const., and vu = c .21 qk, 1 + 
+mk .2 tt=Wk say. Now !k Wk=C !k !1 qk,J+ !k mk· _2, t,, which con-
verges, and so v also belongs to 0. Thus the set of G-matrices applies to 
every sequence in 0, and belongs to M(O). From (3.3) and (3.4), we can 
now deduce 
(3.5) D < M(O). 
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